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Minerals Yearbook - Mines Bureau 2015-08-15
The Minerals Yearbook is an annual publication that reviews the mineral
and material industries of the United States and foreign countries. The
Yearbook contains statistical data on materials and minerals and includes
information on economic and technical trends and development. The
Minerals Yearbook includes chapters on approximately 90 commodities
and over 175 countries. This volume of the Minerals Yearbook provides
an annual review of mineral production and trade and of mineral-related
government and industry developments in more than 175 foreign
countries. Each report includes sections on government policies and
programs, environmental issues, trade and production data, industry
structure and ownership, commodity sector developments,
infrastructure, and a summary outlook.
D’Angelo’s Voodoo - Faith A. Pennick 2020-03-05
Voodoo, D'Angelo's much-anticipated 2000 release, set the standard for
the musical cycle ordained as "neo-soul," a label the singer and
songwriter would reject more than a decade later. The album is a
product of heightened emotions and fused sensibilities; an amalgam of
soul, rock, jazz, gospel, hip-hop, and Afrobeats. D'Angelo put to music his
own pleasures and insecurities as a man-child in the promised land. It
was both a tribute to his musical heroes: Prince, Sly Stone, Marvin Gaye,
J Dilla...and a deconstruction of rhythm and blues itself. Despite nearly
universal acclaim, the sonic expansiveness of Voodoo proved too
nebulous for airplay on many radio stations, seeping outside the
accepted lines of commercial R&B music. Voodoo was Black, it was
definitely magic, and it was nearly overshadowed by a four-minute music
video featuring D'Angelo's sweat-glistened six-pack abs. "The Video"
created an accentuated moment when the shaman lost control of the
spell he cast.
Thomas Keneally's Career and the Literary Machine - Paul Sharrad
2019-08-30
Booker Prize winner and Living National Treasure, Thomas Keneally still
divides critical opinion: he is both a morally challenging stylist and a
commercial hack, a wise commentator on society and a garrulous
leprechaun. Such judgements are located in the cultural politics of
Australia but also linked to ideas about what a literary career should look
like. ‘Thomas Keneally’s Career and the Literary Machine’ charts
Keneally’s production and reception across his three major markets,
noting clashes between national interests and international reach,
continuity of themes and variety of topics, settings and genres, the
writer’s interests and the publishers’ push to create a brand, celebrity
fame and literary reputation, and the tussle around fiction, history,
allegory and the middlebrow. Keneally is seen as playing a long game
across several events rather than honing one specialist skill, a strategy
that has sustained for more than 50 years his ambition to earn a living
from writing.
Tropic of Football - Rob Ruck 2018-07-31
Longlisted for the PEN/ESPN Award “Everything that’s rousing and
distressing about block-and-tackle football is encompassed in Tropic of
Football. . . illuminating.” —Newsday How a tiny Pacific archipelago is
producing more players—from Troy Polamalu to Marcus Mariota—for the
NFL than anywhere else in the world, by an award-winning sports
historian Football is at a crossroads, its future imperiled by the very
physicality that drives its popularity. Its grass roots—high school and
youth travel program—are withering. But players from the small South
Pacific American territory of Samoa are bucking that trend, quietly
becoming the most disproportionately overrepresented culture in the
sport. Jesse Sapolu, Junior Seau, Troy Polamalu, and Marcus Mariota are
among the star players to emerge from the Samoan islands, and more of
their brethren suit up every season. The very thing that makes them so
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good at football—their extraordinary internalization of discipline and
warrior self-image—makes them especially vulnerable to its pitfalls,
including concussions and brain injuries. Award-winning sports historian
Rob Ruck travels to the South Seas to unravel American Samoa's
complex ties with the United States. He finds an island blighted by
obesity, where boys train on fields blistered with volcanic pebbles
wearing helmets that should have been discarded long ago, incurring far
more neurological damage than their stateside counterparts and haunted
by Junior Seau, who committed suicide after a vaunted twenty-year NFL
career, unable to live with the demons that resulted from chronic
traumatic encephalopathy. Tropic of Football is a gripping, bittersweet
history of what may be football's last frontier.
Shooting Up - Łukasz Kamieński 2016
Pharmacologically enhanced militaries -- Alcohol -- From pre-modern
times to the end of the Second World War -- Pre-modern times: opium,
hashish, mushrooms and coca -- Napoleon in Egypt and the adventures of
Europeans with hashish -- The Opium Wars -- The American Civil War,
opium, morphine and the "soldiers' disease"--The colonial wars and the
terrifying "barbarians"--coca to cocaine: the First World War -- The
Second World War -- The Cold War -- From the Korean War to the war
over mind control -- In search of wonderful new techniques and weapons
-- Vietnam: the first true pharmacological war -- The Red Army in
Afghanistan and the problem of drug addiction -- Towards the present -Contemporary irregular armies empowered by drugs -- Intoxicated child
soldiers -- Drugs in the contemporary American Armed Forces -Conclusion -- Epilogue: war as a drug
The Social Media Revolution: An Economic Encyclopedia of
Friending, Following, Texting, and Connecting - Jarice Hanson
2016-05-23
Social media shapes the ways in which we communicate, think about
friends, and hear about news and current events. It also affects how
users think of themselves, their communities, and their place in the
world. This book examines the tremendous impact of social media on
daily life. • Provides an insightful perspective on the past and future that
demonstrates how the technologies of communication serve to create the
nexus of social interaction • Examines the fundamental need and desire
of humanity to communicate, which in turn determines what we think of
ourselves, how we see the world, and how we make meaning • Focuses
on social media as a powerful tool, not only for communication and
entertainment but also for potentially equalizing power and social
mobility locally, nationally, and globally • Considers the financial impact
of social media as it challenges legacy media for consumers, users, and
audiences
Dilla Time - Dan Charnas 2022-02-01
A NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER "This book is a must for everyone
interested in illuminating the idea of unexplainable genius.”
—QUESTLOVE Equal parts biography, musicology, and cultural history,
Dilla Time chronicles the life and legacy of J Dilla, a musical genius who
transformed the sound of popular music for the twenty-first century. He
wasn’t known to mainstream audiences, even though he worked with
renowned acts like D’Angelo and Erykah Badu and influenced the music
of superstars like Michael Jackson and Janet Jackson. He died at the age
of thirty-two, and in his lifetime he never had a pop hit. Yet since his
death, J Dilla has become a demigod: revered by jazz musicians and rap
icons from Robert Glasper to Kendrick Lamar; memorialized in
symphonies and taught at universities. And at the core of this adulation
is innovation: a new kind of musical time-feel that he created on a drum
machine, but one that changed the way “traditional” musicians play. In
Dilla Time, Dan Charnas chronicles the life of James DeWitt Yancey, from
his gifted childhood in Detroit, to his rise as a Grammy-nominated hip1/5
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hop producer, to the rare blood disease that caused his premature death;
and follows the people who kept him and his ideas alive. He also rewinds
the histories of American rhythms: from the birth of soul in Dilla’s own
“Motown,” to funk, techno, and disco. Here, music is a story of Black
culture in America and of what happens when human and machine times
are synthesized into something new. Dilla Time is a different kind of book
about music, a visual experience with graphics that build those concepts
step by step for fans and novices alike, teaching us to “see” and feel
rhythm in a unique and enjoyable way. Dilla’s beats, startling some
people with their seeming “sloppiness,” were actually the work of a
perfectionist almost spiritually devoted to his music. This is the story of
the man and his machines, his family, friends, partners, and celebrity
collaborators. Culled from more than 150 interviews about one of the
most important and influential musical figures of the past hundred years,
Dilla Time is a book as delightfully detail-oriented and unique as J Dilla’s
music itself.
Rethinking Prestige Branding - Wolfgang Schaefer 2015-05-03
What makes someone covet a Kelly bag? Why are Cirque Du Soleil or
Grey Goose so successful despite breaking all the conventions of their
categories? What does Gucci's approach to marketing have in common
with Nespresso's? And why do some people pay a relative fortune for
Renova toilet paper or Aesop detergent even though they hardly ever
'advertise' and seem to have none of the 'functional performance
advantages' conventional marketers would seek to demonstrate? Prestige
brand experts JP Kuehlwein and Wolfgang Schaefer have dedicated
themselves to studying what drives the success of prestige brands.
Rethinking Prestige Branding collects their insights. Uncovering the
secrets of why and how some brands are created more equal than others,
Rethinking Prestige Branding includes over 100 case studies from Apple
and Abercrombie & Fitch to Tate Modern and Tesla. Rather than retelling brand success stories or re-hashing long-standing marketing
principles, it takes readers on a colourful journey behind the scenes of
today's marketing pros. This book will fascinate marketing professional
just as much as those who are simply curious as to how premium brands
tick.
Virginia Beer - Lee Graves 2018-10-02
The days of choosing between a handful of imports and a convenience
store six-pack are long gone. The beer landscape in America has changed
dramatically in the twenty-first century, as the nation has experienced an
explosion in craft beer brewing and consumption. Nowhere is this truer
than in Virginia, where more than two hundred independent breweries
create beers of an unprecedented variety and serve an increasingly
knowledgeable, and thirsty, population of beer enthusiasts. As Lee
Graves shows in his definitive new guide to Virginia beer, the Old
Dominion’s central role in the current beer boom is no accident. Beer
was on board when English settlers landed at Jamestown in 1607, and
the taste for beer and expertise in brewing have only grown in the
generations since. Graves offers an invaluable survey of key breweries
throughout the Virginia, profiling the people and the businesses in each
region that have made the state a rising star in the industry. The book is
extensively illustrated and suggests numerous brewery tours that will
point you in the right direction for your statewide beer crawl. From small
farm breweries in the shadow of the Blue Ridge Mountains to cavernous
facilities in urban rings around the state, Virginians have created a
golden age for flavorful beer. This book shows you how to best
appreciate it.
The Farmer's Magazine - 1875
FOSSIL RECORD 8 - Spencer G. Lucas 2022-08-02
The Creative Electronic Music Producer - Thomas Brett 2021-07-02
The Creative Electronic Music Producer examines the creative processes
of electronic music production, from idea discovery and perception to the
power of improvising, editing, effects processing,sound design. Featuring
case studies from across the globe on musical systems and workflows
used in the production process, this book highlights how to pursue
creative breakthroughs through exploration, trial and error tinkering,
recombination, and transformation. The Creative Electronic Music
Producer maps production's enchanting pathways in a way that will
fascinate and inspire students of electronic music production,
professionals already working in the industry, and hobbyists.
Trust Is a Double-Edged Sword - Waywill 2022-02-14
What does trust mean to you? How have you been impacted by relying on
trust? Do you consider trust instinctive? Or is it something that must be
earned by facts and actions? Is trust a whim or a researched reality?
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What has occurred when you trusted others? Can we ever—and
forever—really trust someone? Does self-interest always take over and
destroy the trust that we once considered sacrosanct? The breadth of
trust is, in fact, the pillar of all the elements of our lives. We need to be
much more aware and accountable to ourselves. Waywill shares a
profusion of sharp insights and examples displaying the double-edged
sword of trust, so you get the answers you need for re-establishing trust
with yourself, setting boundaries, enhancing your relationships, finding
the right job or courageously fulfilling your purpose, instilling values in
your children, and making sound decisions.
Breakout Strategies for Emerging Markets - Jagdish N. Sheth
2016-06-27
Real strategies, tactics & solutions for succeeding in emerging markets
now Attract non-consumers and upscale current customers Reflect local
culture, tradition, and preferences across your business Make your
products easier to find, buy, and use Strengthen your brand and deliver
on your brand promises Engage and serve all your stakeholders Build a
sustainable, profitable business How big is your emerging market
opportunity? Potential annual consumption will hit $30 trillion by 2025,
with $10 trillion in India and China alone. Emerging economies are
transforming markets worldwide–attracting multinationals,
strengthening domestic firms, and launching local brands onto the global
stage. Best of all, there are now proven best practices for succeeding in
these markets. They’ve been developed the hard way: through the
experiences of pioneers who’ve learned from mistakes and listened to
their customers. This book’s brand stories reflects these winning
strategies. You’ll learn from high-profile leaders like Gillette, Levi’s,
Starbucks, Alibaba, GlaxoSmith-Kline, and WeChat–and from great
companies you’ll discover for the first time. Linking theory to practice,
the authors offer expert guidance on attracting non-users, adapting
products, aligning with local culture, optimizing channels, building
brands, upscaling, strengthening relationships, and much more. You’ve
never had an opportunity this enormous. Nobody has. Get it right–with
the right advice, right from the trenches. Emerging markets offer the
biggest growth opportunity in the history of capitalism. This practical
guide offers a comprehensive, strategic marketing perspective tailored to
these new markets. Leading experts demonstrate how companies can
succeed both today and tomorrow, no matter what happens in the global
economy. Breakout Strategies for Emerging Markets integrates insights
drawn from the authors’ extensive primary research worldwide, their
pioneering academic research and case development, practical
consulting and management experience, and their conversations with
industry leaders on several continents. You will learn about the
experiences and actions of both local and global enterprises in industries
ranging from consumer goods to entertainment, apparel to finance. The
authors share new insights for attracting non-users by developing
products, aligning with local traditions, upscaling, selecting channels,
financing, brand messaging, using e-commerce, building relationships,
and more. Discover how to… Convert non-users: Optimize acceptability,
affordability, accessibility, and awareness Create “functional Fusion”:
Adapt products to blend western and local elements Design “cultural
fusion”: Embed local tradition, history, language, and taste Democratize
the offer: Make products more affordable, financially and psychologically
Upscale the offer: Upgrade choices and experiences across the income
spectrum Manage reach: Get your channels and supply chains right
Reinvent reach: Leverage revolutionary channels and payment methods
Build brand identity: Align your brand essence with your customer’s
experience Engage stakeholders: Serve the needs of every entity you
touch
Integrated Marketing Communications with Online Study Tools 12
Months - Bill Chitty 2017-11-16
Organisations continually use integrated marketing communications to
achieve a competitive advantage and meet their marketing objectives.
This 5th edition of Integrated Marketing Communications emphasises
digital and interactive marketing, the most dynamic and crucial
components to a successful IMC campaign today. Incorporating the most
up-to-date theories and practice, this text clearly explains and
demonstrates how to best select and co-ordinate all of a brand's
marketing communications elements to effectively engage the target
market. Chapters adopt an integrative approach to examine marketing
communications from both a consumer's and marketer's perspective.
With a new chapter on digital and social marketing addressing the
development of interactive media in IMC and new IMC profiles featuring
Australian marketer's, along with a wide range of local and global
examples including: Spotify, Pandora, Snapchat, Palace Cinemas,
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Woolworths, KFC, Old Spice, Telstra, Colgate and QANTAS, this text has
never been so relevant for students studying IMC today. Unique to the
text, is a series of new student and instructor IMC videos showing
students how key objectives in IMC theory are applied by real
businesses.
Modeselektor’s Happy Birthday! - Sean Nye 2022-01-27
Modeselektor, the Berlin electronic duo consisting of Gernot Bronsert
and Sebastian Szary, released Happy Birthday! in 2007, an album that
mixed emotion, humor, and party excess. Through this album, this book
presents a unique window into the histories of Berlin techno, European
rave culture, and electronic music. By emphasizing Happy Birthday! as a
network of collabs, genres, and insider winks, it highlights key features
in Modeselektor's career: above all, the beginnings of Moderat, the
famous project between Modeselektor and Apparat, as well as the
connections to groups and artists as diverse as Thom Yorke, Ellen Allien,
Paul St. Hilaire, Otto von Schirach, Scooter, and Jones & Stephenson. 33
1/3 Global, a series related to but independent from 33 1/3, takes the
format of the original series of short, music-based books and brings the
focus to music throughout the world. With initial volumes focusing on
Japanese and Brazilian music, the series will also include volumes on the
popular music of Australia/Oceania, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and
more.
The State of Copyright - Debora Halbert 2014-02-05
This book seeks to make an intervention into the ongoing debate about
the scope and intensity of global copyright laws. While mapping out the
primary actors in the context of globalization and the modern political
economy of information ownership, the argument is made that
alternatives to further expansion of copyright are necessary. By
examining the multiple and competing interests in creating the legal
regime of copyright law, this books attempts to map the political
economy of copyright in the information age, critique the concentration
of ownership that is intrinsic in the status quo, and provide an
assessment of the state of the contemporary global copyright landscape
and its futures. It draws upon the current narratives of copyright as
produced by corporate, government, and political actors and frames
these narratives as language games within a global political project to
define how information and culture will be shared and exchanged in the
future. The text problematizes the relationship of the state to culture,
comments on the global flows of culture, and critiques the regulatory
apparatus that is in place to commodify culture and align it with the
contemporary nation-state. In the end, the possibility of non-commodified
and more open futures are explored. The State of Copyright will be of
particular interest for students and scholars of international political
economy, law, political science, anthropology, sociology, cultural studies,
library sciences, and communication studies. It also will appeal to a
growing popular audience that has taken an interest in the issues of
copyright.
Asian Brand Strategy (Revised and Updated) - M. Roll 2016-02-11
This second edition of the bestselling Asian Brand Strategy takes a look
at how Asian brands continue to gain share-of-voice and share-of-market.
Featuring a user-friendly strategic model, new research, and case
studies, this book provides a framework for understanding Asian
branding strategies and Asian brands.
Paid Attention - Faris Yakob 2015-04-03
As ever, the onus is on brands to find compelling ways to earn the
attention of the consumer. Yet content scarcity has given way to
overload, fixed channels have dissolved into fluid networks, and
audiences have become participants in consumer-driven conversations.
This shift requires a new course of action for brands; it demands new
marketing imperatives. Paid Attention is a guide to modern advertising
ideas: what they are, why they are evolving and how to have them.
Spanning communication theory, neuroscience, creativity and innovation,
media history, branding and emerging technologies, it explores the
strategic creation process and how to package ideas to attract the most
attention in the advertising industry. Packed with real-world examples of
advertising campaigns for companies including Sony, Red Bull, HP and
many more, Paid Attention provides a robust model for influencing
human behaviour. Referencing a wide body of theory and praxis, from
behavioural economics and sociology to technology and even science
fiction, Faris Yakob maps advertising onto a wider analysis of culture.
Containing practical advertising and branding templates, including a
new advertising planning toolkit, it is ideal for students and practitioners
looking to get noticed in today's cluttered marketplace. Online resources
include additional toolkits with advice, techniques and best practice on
brand behaviour, new ideas and effective communication.
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Perfume's GAME - Patrick St. Michel 2018-02-22
Released in 2008, J-pop trio Perfume's GAME shot to the top of Japanese
music charts and turned the Hiroshima trio into a household name across
the country. It was also a high point for techno-pop, the genre's biggest
album since the heyday of Yellow Magic Orchestra. This collection of
maximalist but emotional electronic pop stands as one of the style's
finest moments, with its influence still echoing from artists both in Japan
and from beyond. This book examines Perfume's underdog story as a
group long struggling for success, the making of GAME, and the history
of techno-pop that shaped it. 33 1/3 Global, a series related to but
independent from 33 1/3, takes the format of the original series of short,
music-basedbooks and brings the focus to music throughout the world.
With initial volumes focusing on Japanese and Brazilian music, the series
will also include volumes on the popular music of Australia/Oceania,
Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and more.
The Consequences of Chaos - Elizabeth G. Ferris 2016-04-05
The massive dimensions of Syria's refugee crisis—and the search for
solutions The civil war in Syria has forced some 10 million people—more
than half the country's population—from their homes and communities,
creating one of the largest human displacements since the end of World
War II. Daily headlines testify to their plight, both within Syria and in the
countries to which they have fled. The Consequences of Chaos looks
beyond the ever-increasing numbers of Syria's uprooted to consider the
long-term economic, political, and social implications of this massive
movement of people. Neighboring countries hosting thousands or even
millions of refugees, Western governments called upon to provide
financial assistance and even new homes for the refugees, regional and
international organizations struggling to cope with the demands for food
and shelter—all have found the Syria crisis to be overwhelming in its
challenges. And the challenges of finding solutions for those displaced by
the conflict are likely to continue for years, perhaps even for decades.
The Syrian displacement crisis raises fundamental questions about the
relationship between action to resolve conflicts and humanitarian aid to
assist the victims and demonstrates the limits of humanitarian response,
even on a massive scale, to resolve political crises. The increasingly
protracted nature of the crisis also raises the need for the international
community to think beyond just relief assistance and adopt
developmental policies to help refugees become productive members of
their host communities.
Indian Sound Cultures, Indian Sound Citizenship - Laura Brueck
2020-05-08
From the cinema to the recording studio to public festival grounds, the
range and sonic richness of Indian cultures can be heard across the
subcontinent. Sound articulates communal difference and embodies
specific identities for multiple publics. This diversity of sounds has been
and continues to be crucial to the ideological construction of a unifying
postcolonial Indian nation-state. Indian Sound Cultures, Indian Sound
Citizenship addresses the multifaceted roles sound plays in Indian
cultures and media, and enacts a sonic turn in South Asian Studies by
understanding sound in its own social and cultural contexts. “Scapes,
Sites, and Circulations” considers the spatial and circulatory ways in
which sound “happens” in and around Indian sound cultures, including
diasporic cultures. “Voice” emphasizes voices that embody a variety of
struggles and ambiguities, particularly around gender and performance.
Finally, “Cinema Sound” make specific arguments about film sound in
the Indian context, from the earliest days of talkie technology to
contemporary Hindi films and experimental art installations. Integrating
interdisciplinary scholarship at the nexus of sound studies and South
Asian Studies by questions of nation/nationalism, postcolonialism,
cinema, and popular culture in India, Indian Sound Cultures, Indian
Sound Citizenship offers fresh and sophisticated approaches to the sonic
world of the subcontinent.
To Live and Defy in LA - Felicia Angeja Viator 2020-02-25
How gangsta rap shocked America, made millions, and pulled back the
curtain on an urban crisis. How is it that gangsta rap—so dystopian that
it struck aspiring Brooklyn rapper and future superstar Jay-Z as “over the
top”—was born in Los Angeles, the home of Hollywood, surf, and sun? In
the Reagan era, hip-hop was understood to be the music of the inner city
and, with rare exception, of New York. Rap was considered the poetry of
the street, and it was thought to breed in close quarters, the product of
dilapidated tenements, crime-infested housing projects, and graffiticovered subway cars. To many in the industry, LA was certainly not hardedged and urban enough to generate authentic hip-hop; a new brand of
black rebel music could never come from La-La Land. But it did. In To
Live and Defy in LA, Felicia Viator tells the story of the young black men
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who built gangsta rap and changed LA and the world. She takes readers
into South Central, Compton, Long Beach, and Watts two decades after
the long hot summer of 1965. This was the world of crack cocaine, street
gangs, and Daryl Gates, and it was the environment in which rappers
such as Ice Cube, Dr. Dre, and Eazy-E came of age. By the end of the
1980s, these self-styled “ghetto reporters” had fought their way onto the
nation’s radio and TV stations and thus into America’s consciousness,
mocking law-and-order crusaders, exposing police brutality, outraging
both feminists and traditionalists with their often retrograde treatment of
sex and gender, and demanding that America confront an urban crisis
too often ignored.
Innovations in Transportable Healthcare Architecture - Stephen
Verderber 2015-10-05
Innovations in Transportable Healthcare Architecture is the first book to
examine the ways that healthcare architecture can provide better
assistance in disaster-stricken communities. Aimed at architects and
other professionals working across the disaster relief sector, it provides:
An overview of the need for rapid response healthcare facilities; Global
case studies which demonstrate real examples; Historical perspectives
on redeployables used in past military and civilian contexts; Analysis of
the advantages, challenges, and opportunities associated with offsite,
premanufactured healthcare facilities and their component systems, for
permanent installations or reuse on multiple sites; Planning and design
considerations for transportable offsite-built healthcare architecture;
State-of-the-art research on pop-up clinics, truck-based configurations,
ISO container-based outpatient clinical and trauma care centres, and
modularized facilities for contemporary military and civilian contexts.
Innovations in Transportable Healthcare Architecture will be an
invaluable reference source for architects, disaster mitigation planners,
design and engineering practitioners, non-governmental medical aid
organizations (NGOs), governmental health ministries, and policy
specialists across the spectrum of disciplines engaged in disaster
mitigation and the provision of healthcare in medically underserved
communities globally.
Public History for a Post-Truth Era - Liz Sevcenko 2022-07-25
Public History for a Post-Truth Era explores how to combat historical
denial when faith in facts is at an all-time low. Moving beyond memorial
museums or documentaries, the book shares on-the-ground stories of
participatory public memory movements that brought people together to
grapple with the deep roots and current truths of human rights abuses. It
gives an inside look at "Sites of Conscience" around the world, and the
memory activists unearthing their hidden histories, from the Soviet
Gulag to the slave trade in Senegal. It then follows hundreds of people
joining forces across dozens of US cities to fight denial of Guantánamo,
mass incarceration, and climate change. As reparations proposals
proliferate in the US, the book is a resource for anyone seeking to
confront historical injustices and redress their harms. Written in
accessible, non-academic language, it will appeal to students, educators,
or supportive citizens interested in public history, museums, or
movement organizing.
Achieving Food Security in China - Zhang-Yue Zhou 2017-05-18
China’s food security has never failed to attract the public’s attention.
Feeding China’s large population has always been a huge challenge. The
latest large-scale famine took place in 1958–62 during which
approximately 37 million people died of starvation. However, since the
early 1980s, China’s food availability has improved drastically. The
important question is then: has China achieved its food security?
Although China’s food availability has significantly improved, it has not
achieved a high level of food security due to the lack of progress in
several other important dimensions of food security. The book examines
China’s food security practices in the past six decades, explores the root
causes that led to food shortages or abundances, and elaborates on the
challenges that China has to deal with in order to improve its future food
security. China’s quest for food security serves as a valuable lesson for
many other countries to learn through China’s experiences and to better
manage their food security in the future. The book also draws attention
to the fact that China’s food security status has a huge impact on the
global community and hence global collaboration is a mutually beneficial
approach.
Do You Remember House? - Micah Salkind 2018-12-19
Today, no matter where you are in the world, you can turn on a radio and
hear the echoes and influences of Chicago house music. Do You
Remember House? tells a comprehensive story of the emergence, and
contemporary memorialization of house in Chicago, tracing the
development of Chicago house music culture from its beginnings in the
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late '70s to the present. Based on expansive research in archives and his
extensive conversations with the makers of house in Chicago's parks,
clubs, museums, and dance studios, author Micah Salkind argues that
the remediation and adaptation of house music by crossover communities
in its first decade shaped the ways that Chicago producers, DJs, dancers,
and promoters today re-remember and mobilize the genre as an archive
of collectivity and congregation. The book's engagement with musical,
kinesthetic, and visual aspects of house music culture builds from a
tradition of queer of color critique. As such, Do You Remember House?
considers house music's liberatory potential in terms of its genre-defiant
repertoire in motion. Ultimately, the book argues that even as house
music culture has been appropriated and exploited, the music's porosity
and flexibility have allowed it to remain what pioneering Chicago DJ
Craig Cannon calls a "musical Stonewall" for queers and people of color
in the Windy City and around the world.
Don't Knock the Hustle - S. Craig Watkins 2019-05-07
Offers a timely analysis of the sheer ingenuity and persistence of young
people who cobble together the resources they need to pursue the lives
and careers they want. Young adults are coming of age at a time when
work is temporary, underpaid, incommensurate with their education, or
downright unsatisfying. Despite these challenges, media scholar S. Craig
Watkins argues that this moment of precarity is rife with opportunities
for innovation, and that young adults are leading the charge in turning
that into an inventive and surprisingly sustainable future. As a result,
society is expanding its understanding of who we think of as innovators
and what qualifies as innovation, while wealth is spreading beyond
traditional corridors of powerful tech companies, venture capitalism, and
well-endowed universities. Drawing on over ten years of interviews and
data, Watkins reveals the radical ways in which this community of
ambitious young creatives is transforming businesses from the outside
in. Diverse perspectives that are often ignored or silenced by major
corporations are garnering public attention as women and people of
color are redefining industries across the globe—all from their computer
screens. We meet people like Prince Harvey, a New York–based hip-hop
artist who recorded his album entirely on an Apple showroom laptop;
screenwriter, producer, and actor Issa Rae, who first used YouTube and
Kickstarter to develop the web series that became her hit HBO show
Insecure; the Empowerment Plan, a nonprofit organization created by
product design student Veronika Scott in Detroit; and start-up companies
like Qeyno Group in San Francisco and Juegos Rancheros in Austin that
help make tech more accessible to people of color. Forward-thinking and
dynamic, Don’t Knock the Hustle shows the diversity and complexity of a
generation on the rise. UNIQUE APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING
MILLENNIALS that looks beyond stereotypes about their relationships
with tech and labor, based on two years of MacArthur Grant–funded
research. DIVERSE AUDIENCE APPEAL that will reach millennials,
educators, people seeking to hire millennials, and scholars of technology,
media, and labor.
Yoko Kanno's Cowboy Bebop Soundtrack - Rose Bridges 2017-12-02
Cowboy Bebop is one of the most beloved anime series of all time, and if
you ask its fans why, you can expect to hear about its music. Composer
Yoko Kanno created an eclectic blend of jazz, rock, lullabies, folk and
funk (to list just a few) for Cowboy Bebop's many moods and
environments. Cowboy Bebop's blend of science fiction, westerns and
gangster films promised to be "the work which becomes a new genre
itself," and only Kanno's score could deliver. In this volume of 33 1/3
Japan, musicologist Rose Bridges helps listeners make sense of the music
of Cowboy Bebop. The book places it within the context of Bebop's
influences and Kanno's larger body of work. It analyzes how the music
tells Spike, Faye, Jet and the rest of the crew's stories. Cowboy Bebop
and its music are like nothing else, and they deserve a guide to match. 33
1/3 Global, a series related to but independent from 33 1/3, takes the
format of the original series of short, music-basedbooks and brings the
focus to music throughout the world. With initial volumes focusing on
Japanese and Brazilian music, the series will also include volumes on the
popular music of Australia/Oceania, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and
more.
The Geography and Map Division - Library of Congress. Geography and
Map Division 1975
The Handbook of Magazine Studies - Miglena Sternadori 2020-04-21
A scholarly work examining the continuing evolution of the
magazine—part of the popular Handbooks in Media and Communication
series The Handbook of Magazine Studies is a wide-ranging study of the
ways in which the political economy of magazines has dramatically
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shifted in recent years—and continues to do so at a rapid pace. Essays
from emerging and established scholars explore the cultural function of
magazine media in light of significant changes in content delivery,
format, and audience. This volume integrates academic examination with
pragmatic discussion to explore contemporary organizational practices,
content, and cultural impact. Offering original research and fresh
insights, thirty-six chapters provide a truly global perspective on the
conceptual and historical foundations of magazines, their organizational
cultures and narrative strategies, and their influences on society,
identities, and lifestyle. The text addresses topics such as the role of
advocacy in shaping and changing magazine identities, magazines and
advertising in the digital age, gender and sexuality in magazines, and
global magazine markets. Useful to scholars and educators alike, this
book: Discusses media theory, academic research, and real-world
organizational dynamics Presents essays from both emerging and
established scholars in disciplines such as art, geography, and women’s
studies Features in-depth case studies of magazines in international,
national, and regional contexts Explores issues surrounding race,
ethnicity, activism, and resistance Whether used as a reference, a
supplementary text, or as a catalyst to spark new research, The
Handbook of Magazine Studies is a valuable resource for students,
educators, and scholars in fields of mass media, communication, and
journalism.
The Cambridge Companion to the Singer-Songwriter - Katherine
Williams 2016-02-25
This Companion explores the historical and theoretical contexts of the
singer-songwriter tradition, and includes case studies of singersongwriters from Thomas d'Urfey through to Kanye West.
Business Ethics - Andrew Crane 2019-06
How can you be an ethical corporate citizen in an increasingly complex,
multiple-stakeholder world? This is the most pressing question facing
businesses today, small and large, local and global. Business Ethics, fifth
edition, is a thorough yet accessible exploration of the main ethical
theories and how these apply to major stakeholders facing this
question.Written from a truly international perspective and supported by
diverse and innovative learning features, this book provides the tools and
concepts necessary to understand and effectively manage ethical
challenges wherever you are in the world.NEW TO THIS
EDITIONProfessor Laura Spence and Dr Sarah Glozer join the author
team, bringing fresh perspectives and new expertisePractitioner
Spotlights feature prominent businesswomen and men, discovering the
ethical challenges they face at work and also the skills they employ to
tackle themEthics in Action boxes have been substantially refreshed,
with new examples exploring ethical considerations at organizations
such as Nudie, Jeans Co., Brewdog, and indigenous Bangladeshi
tanneries, as well as complex issues including digital currency, modern
slavery, and Big DataNew Case Studies address the latest developments
in the business environment, such as the sharing economy and
sustainability.This title is available as an eBook. Please contact your
Learning Resource Consultant for more information.
Beyond Donkey Kong - Ken Horowitz 2020-08-06
Before the enormously successful NES console changed the video game
landscape in the 1980s, Nintendo became famous for producing
legendary arcade machines like Donkey Kong and Mario Bros. Drawing
on original interviews, news reports and other documents, this book
traces Nintendo's rise from a small business that made playing cards to
the top name in the arcade industry. Twenty-eight game titles are
examined in-depth, along with the people and events that defined the
company for more than four decades.
What a Kick - Emma Carlson Berne 2016-01-01
"Discusses the final game of the 1999 women's World Cup soccer match
and iconic photograph that captured the historic event"-Independent Luxury - Jonas Hoffmann 2015-07-26
In recent years, luxury brands have deviated from the principles of
craftsmanship, rarity, uniqueness and heritage. Conglomerates such as
LVMH and Richemont have grown at an unprecedented pace and show
no sign of slowing. This book explains the importance of innovation and
argues why independent brands are vital to the survival of the industry.
Brummett Echohawk - Kristin M. Youngbull 2015-08-25
A true American hero who earned a Purple Heart, a Bronze Star, and a
Congressional Gold Medal, Brummett Echohawk was also a Pawnee on
the European battlefields of World War II. He used the Pawnee language
and counted coup as his grandfather had done during the Indian wars of
the previous century. This first book-length biography depicts Echohawk
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as a soldier, painter, writer, humorist, and actor profoundly shaped by
his Pawnee heritage and a man who refused to be pigeonholed as an
“Indian artist.” Through his formative war service in the 45th Infantry
Division (known as the Thunderbirds), Echohawk strove to prove himself
both a patriot and a true Pawnee warrior. Pawnee history, culture, and
spiritual belief inspired his courageous conduct and bolstered his
confidence that he would return home. Echohawk’s career as an artist
began with combat sketches published under such titles as “Death
Shares a Ditch at Bloody Anzio.” His portraits of Allied and enemy
soldiers, some of which appeared in the Detroit Free Press in 1944,
included drawings of men from all over the world, among them British
infantrymen, Gurkhas, and a Japanese American soldier. After the war,
without relying on the GI Bill, Echohawk studied at the Art Institute of
Chicago for three years. His persistence paid off, leading to work as a
staff artist for several Chicago newspapers. Echohawk was also a
humorist whose prodigious output includes published cartoons and
several parodies of famous paintings, such as a Mona Lisa wearing a
headband, turquoise ring, and beaded necklace. Featuring eight of
Echohawk’s paintings in full color, this thoroughly researched biography
shows how one unusual man succeeded in American Indian and
mainstream cultures. World War II aficionados will marvel at Echohawk’s
military feats, and American art enthusiasts will appreciate a body of
work characterized by deep historical research, an eye for beauty, and a
unique ability to capture tribal humor.
Rave On - Matthew Collin 2018-10-09
Peace, Love, Unity, and Respect. Cultural liberation and musical
innovation. Pyrotechnics, bottle service, bass drops, and molly.
Electronic dance music has been a vital force for more than three
decades now, and has undergone transformation upon transformation as
it has taken over the world. In this searching, lyrical account of dance
music culture worldwide, Matthew Collin takes stock of its highest highs
and lowest lows across its global trajectory. Through firsthand reportage
and interviews with clubbers and DJs, Collin documents the itinerant
musical form from its underground beginnings in New York, Chicago,
and Detroit in the 1980s, to its explosions in Ibiza and Berlin, to today’s
mainstream music scenes in new frontiers like Las Vegas, Shanghai, and
Dubai. Collin shows how its dizzying array of genres—from house,
techno, and garage to drum and bass, dubstep, and psytrance—have
given voice to locally specific struggles. For so many people in so many
different places, electronic dance music has been caught up in the search
for free cultural space: forming the soundtrack to liberation for South
African youth after Apartheid; inspiring a psychedelic party culture in
Israel; offering fleeting escape from—and at times into—corporatization
in China; and even undergirding a veritable “independent republic” in a
politically contested slice of the former Soviet Union. Full of admiration
for the possibilities the music has opened up all over the world, Collin
also unflinchingly probes where this utopianism has fallen short, whether
the culture maintains its liberating possibilities today, and where it might
go in the future.
Social Media Strategy - Keith A. Quesenberry 2015-10-22
Social Media Strategy is your guide to practicing marketing, advertising,
and public relations in a world of social media-empowered consumers.
Grounded in a refreshing balance of concept, theory, industry statistics,
and real-world examples, Keith Quesenberry introduces readers to the
steps of building a complete social media plan and how companies can
integrate the social media consumer landscape. This simple, systematic
text leads readers through core marketing concepts and how to think
critically about the competitive marketplace—even as it shifts the
perspective from an outdated communications-control model to a more
effective consumer engagement method provides a step-by-step roadmap
for planning social media marketing strategy emphasizes the need to
apply solid marketing principles to social media explores how to
integrate social media throughout an entire organization gives students
and other readers skills vital for leveraging consumer knowledge and
influence for the good of a brand. The end result delivers the context,
process and tools needed to create a comprehensive and unique social
media plan for any business or organization. FOR PROFESSORS:
Ancillary resources are available for this title, including a sample
syllabus and templates for social media audits, content calendars,
storylines, and more.
Essentially Bruce Greenwood: Actor Musician - Mila Hasan 2016-03-12
An informal book written in an informal style glancing over Bruce
Greenwood's career thus far, which contains an overview of some of his
movies and TV shows, quotes from interviews and a comprehensive
biography.
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